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1. INTRODUCTION 
The maximal left ideal structure of and special radicals in an important 
class of subrings of matrix rings, the structural matrix rings, were studied in 
Van Wyk [7, 81. A structural matrix ring is a subring of a full matrix ring 
which is a subring solely by virtue of the shape of the matrices it contains; 
prominent examples are the rings of upper and lower triangular matrices 
over an arbitrary ring. Matrix near-rings were defined by Meldrum and 
Van der Walt in [l]; more results appeared, e.g., in Meyer [2] and in 
Van der Walt [S, 61. In Section 2 of this paper it is shown that the two 
possible definitions for the type of near-rings we are dealing with here, 
called structural matrix near-rings, somewhat unexpectedly yield the same 
near-ring. In Section 3 some of the results of [6-83 are extended to struc- 
tural matrix near-rings, the strictly maximal left ideals of a structural 
matrix near ring are characterized, and its J,-radical is described. 
We briefly recall the pertinent definitions. Let (R, +, .) be a rigth near- 
ring with identity 1. The term “subnear-ring of R” will mean “subnear-ring 
of R with the same identity as R”. R” will denote the direct sum of n copies 
of (R, + ), and similarly for subgroups of (R, + ). The elements of R” are 
thought of as column vectors and written in transposed form with pointed 
brackets, e.g. (r,, r2, . . . r,). The symbols lj and rrj will denote the jth coor- 
dinate injection and projection functions respectively. The elementary n x n 
matrices over R are the functions f‘;: R” --f R”, where fi := l,l(r)z,. Here 
r E R and J(r): R -+ R is the left multiplication s H rs, for all sE R. The sub- 
near-ring of M(R”) generated by the f ;I is the near-ring of n x n matrices 
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Over R, denoted by Ml,(R), and the elements of M,(R) are called matrices. 
The identity matrix f:, + f:, + . . . + f A, will be denoted by 1. 
A matrix is, of course, a function from R” into R”, but we shall often 
need representations of matrices. For this reason we use the set [E,,(R) of 
matrix expressions, i.e., the subset of the free semigroup over the alphabet 
of symbols (f ', IPER, i<i,j<nn)u(( , ), +}, recursively defined by the 
following rules: 
(1) f;ciE,(R) for l<i,j<n and all PER. 
(2) If A, EE Q(R), then A + E E &JR). 
(3) If A, EE [E,(R), then (A)(E)6 B!,,(R). 
The length d(E) of an expression E is the number off ;, in E. The weight 
M(X) of a matrix X is the length of an expression of minimal length 
representing X. The.matrix represented by EE [E,(R) is denoted by p(E). 
Every matrix is represented by at least one expression; however, the same 
matrix may be represented by many different expressions. In spite of this 
we shall usually not distinguish between expressions and matrices, except 
when such a distinction becomes necessary to avoid ambiguity, e.g. in the 
last part of Section 2 and in Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 3.10. Also, we shall 
omit parentheses if the meaning is clear. 
Notation and standard results not given here may be looked up in 
Pilz [3]. 
2. STRUCTURAL SUBNEAR-RINGS OF MATRIX NEAR-RINGS 
There are two obvious ways in which one can define structural subnear- 
rings of matrix near-rings. In the first place one can imitate the de~nition of 
a structural matrix ring and define the structural matrix near-ring M(B, R) 
associated with the reflexive and transitive n x n Boolean matrix B = [b,] 
and the near-ring R as the subnear-ring of M,(R) generated by the set 
ff;IrrzR, b,=f}. In th e second place one can follow a more functional 
approach imitating the definition of a matrix near-ring as certain functions 
from R” into R”. 
Because of the lack of one distributive law it is in general not easy to 
predict which properties of matrix rings carry over to matrix near-rings. 
For instance, in [S] it was shown that, for a two-sided ideal 4 of R, the 
two-sided ideals I* := (XE MJR) j XU~ 9” for all UE R”) and Y + := 
id{f;l r E 9, 1 d i, j< n> (the two-sided ideal generated by the given set) of 
Ml,(R) may differ. However, in this section we show that the two possible 
definitions for a structural matrix near-ring yield the same near-ring. 
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Let u, v E R” and consider any n x n Boolean matrix E = [!I~]. We write 
~-j~iff~j~=~,~fora~I~suchthat~~=l. 
Then -, is trivially seen to be an equivalence relation on R”. Consider the 
subset 
Y(B, R):= jXd&,(R)@‘i, f didn)(u-itl~~,X~=~iX~)l 
of the matrix near-ring ~~(~) as defined in [ 11. Obviously, Y(B) R) is an 
additive subgroup of MJR). That it is a subnear-ring of M,(R) iff B is 
reflexive and transitive will be shown in Theorem 2.5. In the definition of 
Y(B, R) it may perhaps seem more natural to require that u wi r imply 
XU -; Xt,. However, this does not have the desired effect, as is shown in 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let 
and let X=fi,. One would like to have XEY(B, R). But if U= (0, 1, 1) 
and v= (0, l,O), then U-, t’ and n,Xu= i #O=n,Xv, and so Xu +, Xv, 
which would imply that X# Y(B, R). Note that B is not transitive. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X E Y( B, R), B trans~t~~~. Ifu -; v, then Xu -i Xv. 
ProofY Let h, = 1. We show that wjXu= rc,Xv. Let b+ = 1. Then b, = 1 
and so 7~~1.4 = z/,v. Hence u -, c, and so rrjXu = n,Xv as XE Y(ly, R). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let B be any n x n Boolean matrix. Then 6, = I ifs 
f ; E Y( B1 R) for every Y E R. 
Proof: First, let Y E R and h, = 1, and let U, v E R” with u mk v. Then 
%if;j4= 
0 if k#i 
ye u 
I if k=i 
and 
%(f:,C’) =
0 if kfi 
r71 v 
I if k=i, 
and SO I = nk(fp) as rcju = nju. Hence,f; E 9’(& R). Conversely, let 
f: E Yf B, R) and suppose b&=0. Then ~(1)-~0, and so 1= 
ni(f;(rj( 1))) = rri(fj,O) = 0, a contradiction. Hence, b, = 1. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. ZE 9’( B, R) iff B is reflexive. 
Proof: If B is reflexive, then Lemma 2.3 and the fact that Y(B, R) is 
an additive subgroup of M,(R) imply that ZE 9( B, R). Conversely, if 
ZE 9’(B, R), then an argument similar to the one used in the last part of the 
proof of Lemma 2.3 shows that hji = 1 for every i. 
THEOREM 2.5. Y(B, R) is a subnear-ring qf’ M,(R) iff B is rtlflexive and 
transitive. 
Proof: Let B be reflexive and transitive, and let X, YE Y(B, R) and u, 
VER” with umiv. Then by Proposition 2.2 rc,(XY)u = n,(X( Yu)) = 
rr;(X( Yv)) = 7ci(XY)v as Yu-~ Yv, and so XYE Y(B, R). Hence by 
Corollary 2.4 9’(B, R) is a subnear-ring ofMl,(R). Conversely, let Y(B, R) 
be a subnear-ring ofM,(R). Then by Corollary 2.4 B is reflexive. Further- 
more, if b, = 1 = b,, then by Lemma 2.3 f ;, f,!k E9’(B, R) for every r E R, 
and so f ;k = f Fifjk E Y(B, R); i.e., b = 1 and B is transitive. 
Henceforth B will be reflexive and transitive, and we shall write M(B, R) 
instead of Y(B, R) to stress that 9’( B, R) is indeed a matrix near-ring, 
called a structural matrix near-ring. 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that the subnear-ring ofMJR) generated by 
the set {f :, 1r E R, 6, = 1 } is contained in Ml( B, R). In fact, equality holds, 
as will be shown in Theorem 2.8. We first need the concept of the depth of 
an expression. 
We assign a unique number d(E), the depth of E, to each expression 
EE E,(R) as follows: 
(1) d(f:,)=O 
(2) d(A + E) = max(d(A), d(E)) 
(3) d((A)(E)) = d(A) + d(E) + 1. 
LEMMA 2.6. For every EE [E,(R) there is an E’ E E,,(R) representing the 
same matrix such that d(E) = d(E’) and E’ is a sum off ;‘s and (fL)(A)‘s 
with A E lE,( R), A #I. 
Proof: An easy (but tedious) proof by induction on d(E). 
Set W= {f;l rE R, 1 < i,j< n}. We make the following distinction 
among the f 5’s in an expression: 
(1) If E=a, E IV, then a, is an incisor in E. 
(2) Let A=a,a, . ..a. E [E,(R) and E=a’,a; ...ak. E [E,(R). If 
ak E W, then uk is a molar in (A)(E) = (ala1 . . a,)(a;a; . . . ak,) and ak is 
influenced by a; in (A)(E) (or a; influences ak in (A)(E), 1 <k<m, 
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1 < L Gm’. If a; E IV, then a; is an incisor (resp. a molar) in (A )(E) if a; is 
an incisor (resp. a molar) in E, 1 < L < m’. 
(3) Let A and E be as in (2). If uk E W, then uk is an incisor (resp. a 
molar) in A + E= u,u2 . . ‘urn + ~‘,a; . .uL, if uk is an incisor (rap. a 
molar) in A, 1 < k < m. If a; E W, then a; is an incisor (rep. a molar) in 
A + E if a; is an incisor (resp. a molar) in E, 1 6 G 6 m’. 
Note that f I, f;k f ;, = f :, f ;, f $ for every r, s, t E R and 1 6 i, j, k, t d n. 
This observation leads to 
PROPOSITION 2.7. For every EE [E,(R) there is an E’ E [E,(R) representing 
the same matrix such that d(E’) < d(E) and every molar in E’ is an f ij for 
some rER undsome i, 1 <i<n. 
Proof We use again induction on d(E). If d(E) = 0, then E is a sum of 
incisors. Now suppose d(E) = p > 0 and the result holds for all matrix 
expressions with depth < p. By Lemma 2.6 there is an E’ E E,(R) such that 
y(E’)=p(E), al(E’)= d(E), and E’ is a sum of f.;‘s and (f;/)(A)‘s with 
A E E,(R), A # I. Consider any such (f;/)(A) with depth p. Again by 
Lemma 2.6 there is an A’E [E,(R) such that p(A’)=p(A), d(A’) = $(A), 
and A’ is a sum off;I,.‘s and (f$/,)(A ) II’s with A”E[E,(R), A”#Z. Set A’= 
u,u* . ..a.. We can assume that there is at least one ui in A’, influencing no 
ui. in A’, such that ui is f;, for some teR and some q, l<q,<n. 
[Otherwise p((f;t)(A’))=p(f;i) and we are home.] By [l, 
Lemma3.1(5)] p((f;,)(A’))=p((fir)(C)), where CEIE,(R) is obtained 
from A’ by deleting the “non-contributing” symbols. Then d(C) 6 d(A’). 
By [2, Lemma 1.15(e)] and the remark preceding this proposition, 
p( (f ;[)(C)) = p( (f ik)(D)), where D E E,(R) is obtained from C by replac- 
ing every f:, in C = ci c2 . c,, (say), influencing no cj in C, by f I,. Then 
d(D) = d(C) <d(A), and so by the induction hypothesis there is an 
FE E,(R) such that p(F)=p(D), d(F)<d(D), and every molar in F has 
the desired form. 
We can now show that every matrix in M(B, R) has an expression 
representing it which consists only of those f G’s such that h, = 1. 
THEOREM 2.8. fVl(B, R) is the subneur-ring of M,(R) generated by the 
set {f;lrER, b,= l}. 
Proof: Let UE M(B, R). By Proposition 2.7 and [l, Lemma 3.1(2)] we 
can assume without loss of generality that there is a matrix expression E 
representing U such that E = E, + E, + . . + E,,, where for every i, 
ldibn: 
(1) every f ;( in Ej is such that k = ! = i if f ;/ is a molar and 
(2) every f ;I in Ei is such that k = i if ;( is an incisor. 
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Let 1 < i 9 n, and let Ui be the matrix represented by E;. We show that 
every f b in Ei, with i # j and b, = 0, can be replaced by f 2 such that the 
resulting expression, say E,!, still represents Ui. To this end let u = 
(u,, ZQ, . . . . u,) E R”, and let u E R” be obtained from u by replacing every uj, 
1 G j 4 n, by 0 if there is an f; in E, with b, = 0. Then, as UE M(B, R) and 
UNi u, ni(Uju)=a,(U,u+ u,u+ ... + U,u) = 7c;(UU)=7ri(UU)=71i(UiU). 
Hence, if f; is an incisor in Ej and b, =O, then by a very tedious 
veri~cation, which is best illustrated by Example 2.9 below, n,(U,u) = 
71, (U(u), where Ui is the matrix represented by the mentioned expression 
E,‘. Therefore 7~~ Ui = rci Ui, and so 
li7Cj(U, f U, + “. + UJ 
=,:, li”j”i=,~, liniu( 
= i 1,n,( u; f u; + . . . + u;) 
i=l 
= U; + . . . -I- U:, E M(B, R). 
EXAMPLE 2.9. Let 
and let ai, uj E R, 16i68, i<j<3. Then u := (ul, EQ, u3) w3 
(0, 0, ul> =: Y, and so if U3 := (f$)(f$ 1-f’;; + (f”;f)(f’;; + fg +f'g) + 
f~~}~~(~, R), then n,(U,u)=n,(U,u); i.e., 
%((f$M(0,0, #2@1 +a,u,) 
+(fm<0,0>w, +a,u, fa,u,))+ <O?O,%~,))) 
=7-4(fM<O9O, a2u1 +a3u, 
+“4(u5u2 +a6u3 +a7ul)+a8&))) 
=<O,O,a,(a,u, +a,u,+a,(a,u,-i-a,u3 +a,u,)+a,u,)) 
= (0, 0, a,(u,O + a3243 + u,(u,O + agu3 + a,O) + u*O)) 
=~~((f~~~~f~~O+f~~ +(f~~)(f~~+f~~ +fgY 
+f’;“z”K%~ u2t u3>). 
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PROPOSITION 2.10. If R is a ring with identity, then M(B, R) is 
(isomorphic to) the .~truct~ral matrix ring 9(B, R) (see [73). 
3. STRICTLY MAXIMAL LEFT IDEALS AND THE .I,-RADICAL 
Van der Walt [6] characterized the 2-primitive ideals of a matrix near- 
ring MJR) in terms of those of R and obtained the result J2( am) = 
(Jz(R))*. In the first part of this section we use the characterization of the 
&-radical of R as the intersection of the strictly maximal left ideals of R, 
i.e., the maximal left ideals of R which are also maximal R-submodules of 
RR, to obtain an alternative proof of the mentioned result. 
Stone [4] used the Morita equivalence of R and M,(R), R a ring, to 
characterize the maximal left ideals of ALAR) as the sets (M” :E) = 
(XE Gaul X!XE M”), for M a maximal left ideal of R and CXXE R”\M”. 
Although R is not Morita equivalent to any other structural matrix ring, 
this result of Stone’s was generalized to the case of structural matrix rings 
(see [73). Meyer [2] showed that if A4 is a strictly maximal left ideal of a 
zero-symmetric near-ring R, then (M”:cr) is a strictly maximal left ideal of 
~~~(R~~ provided that o! E R’\W. We show that these (M”:r*))s are indeed 
all the strictly maximal left ideals of M,(R). In the second part of this sec- 
tion this characterization is used to characterize the strictly maximal left 
ideals of a structural matrix near-ring in general. Finally we describe the 
J,-radical of a structural matrix near-ring and show that the obtained 
result is a generalization of both [6, Theorem 4.41 and [S, Theorem 2.71. 
Throughout this section R will be a zero-symmetric near-ring. Van der 
Walt [6] generalized the concept of a monogenic module to that of a 
connected module, and showed that if G is a connected R-module, then G” 
is a (connected) M,(R)-module. We need the following lemma as the first 
step in an induction process in Proposition 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G he a connected R-?~~du~e, Then f:, ( g, , g,, . . . g, ) = 
zi(rgi) for every r E R, g, , . . . g,, E G, 1 Q i, j < n. 
Proof. By the definition of G” as an kJl,,( R)-module (see [6]), 
,f’,(g,, g2, . . . . ST,,) = (fFj(r*, rz,-, r,))g = (b(rr,))g = li((rrj)g) = 
zi(r(rig)) = zi(rgj). 
Van der Walt showed in [6, Theorem 3.51 that as a group any connec- 
ted M,(R)-module f is isomorphic to G” for an appropriate R-module G. 
In the last part of [6, Theorem 3.101 it was shown that if r is of type 2, 
then so is G. But then f and G” are isomorphic as M”(R)-modules: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let J’ be an ad-~od#ie of type 2. Then 
rz M,1RI G” for an appropriate R-nlodu~e G qf type 2. 
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Proof. Let G:=f:,r= {ff,vlv~f}, r(f;,y)=f;i~, and define 4: 
r-+ G” by yd= (filu, fi,y, . . . fi,y) (see [6, Theorem 3.51). We only 
have to show that (Uy)# = U(yd) for every UE M,(R), y E f. We proceed 
by induction on the weight W(U) of U. If w(U) = 1, say U = f;, then 
(Uy)q5= ~~(f’,~y). By [6, Theorem 3.101 G is monogenic, and hence 
connected, and so by Lemma 3.1 U(yq5) = tj(r(ftjy)) = ti(r(ffl(f;jy))) = 
~~(f;~(ft~r)) = zi(fijy). The rest of the induction process is straightforward. 
Note that if G and H are connected R-modules and G g:R H, then 
G”: M,CRj H”. This easily-proven result is needed in 
THEOREM 3.3. The set of (M”:cl), for M a strictly maximal left ideal of 
R and a E R”\M”, is the set of all the strictly maximal left ideals of M JR). 
Proof By [2, Proposition 1.301 we only have to show that every 
strictly maximal left ideal 4 of M,,(R) has the mentioned form. MJR)/J& 
is an M,(R)-simple M,(R)-module, and so of type 2, since it is monogenic. 
By Proposition 3.2 M,JR)/& r MnCRJ G” for an appropriate R-module G of 
type 2. Since G is monogenic, G gR R/Ann, g for any generator g of G, and 
Ann, g is a strictly maximal left ideal of R. By [2, Proposition 1.291 and 
the remark above, MJR)/A E M,CRj R”/(Ann. g)“. Let the isomorphism 
map I + &? to CI + (Ann, g)” for some a E R”\(Ann, g)“. It is easily checked 
that & = ((Ann.g)“:cc). 
COROLLARY 3.4. J2( M,( R)) = (J2( R))*. 
Proof. Note that n {(M” : tl) 1M is a strictly maximal left ideal of R and 
crER”\M”)=n{(M”:R’)IM. is a strictly maximal left ideal of R}, since 
by [ 1, Proposition 4.11 M” is an ideal of the MlJR)-module R”. Hence (see 
[3, Proposition 1.441) Jz( M,,(R)) = (n (MI M is a strictly maximal left 
ideal of R})* = (J,(R))*. 
We now turn to structural matrix near-rings in general. Only special 
cases of the following M(B, R)-ideals of the M(B, R)-module R” will be 
needed to characterize the strictly maximal left ideals of M( B, R): 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A,, A,, . . . A,, be left ideals of R such that b, = 1 
implies Ai r> A,. Then (A,, A,, . . A,,) is an m/0( B, R)-ideal of R”. 
Proof Since each (Ai, +) is normal in (R, +), ((A,, A, ,..., A,), +) 
is normal in (R”, +). Let U= (a,,a,, . . . . an)~ (A,, A,, .,., A ), u= 
(rl, r2, . . . . r,)ER”, and X~mill(B, R). We show that X(u+u)=Xu+w for 
some WE (A,, A,, . . . . A,). If the weight W(X) of X is 1, i.e., by 
Theorem 2.8 X= f ;. for some r E R, where b, = 1, then X(u + u) = 
t,(r(a, + rj)) = ti(rrj + c) for some CE A, E Ai, since Ai is a left ideal of R. 
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Hence, X(u+v)=Xv+w, where w=zi(c)~(A,, A,, . . . . A,,). The result 
follows by induction on w(X). 
Structural M(B, R&modules, i.e., certain M!(B, R)-submodules of R”, 
were introduced in [7] in case R is a ring. We need the same concept here. 
For the ease of the reader we provide the pertinent definitions. 
Recall that B = [bij] is a reflexive and transitive n x n Boolean matrix. B 
determines and is determined by the binary relation < B on n := 
( 1, 2, es*, n) defined by i ~~j :o h, = 1. The quasi-order relation 6e gives 
rise in the usual way to an equivalence relation wB on n defined by 
i wB j :o i <B j and j <B i. The number of equivalence classes of n induced 
by -B will be denoted by 6, and “I], z2, . . . zh will be representatives of the 
different equivalence classes, which we denote by [z,], a E b. We consider 
the following M(B, R)-ideals of the structural M(B, R)-modules R”(a, R), 
aE& 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let L be a left ideal of R, and let a E 6. Then 
R”(a,L):=ju=(u,,u,,...,u,)ER”Iuk=Oif~,~’Bk 
and z, +Bk,ukELifz,wBkj 
is an M(B, Rf-ideal of the structural Ml(B, R)-module Rn(a, R). 
Proof: We show that R”(a, L) is an M(B, R)-ideal of R”, which as a 
special case implies that R”(a, R) is an Ml( B, R)-ideal of R” and hence an 
M(B, R)-submodule of R”, since Ml( B, R) is zero-symmetric (see [ 1, 
Corollary 3.21). We use Proposition 3.5 to establish the result. We assert 
that 
R”(a, L) = (A,, A,, . . . A,,) where A, = 0, if zu ds k and z, +B k 
L, ifz,-,k 
R, otherwise. 
To prove this, let b, = 1 and consider the following two possibilities: 
(i) z, bs i and z, +B i: In this case bjz, = 0 and bzaj = 1, otherwise 
the transitivity of B is contradicted. Hence, Aj = 0. 
(ii) z, -B i: In this case braj = 1, and so A, = 0 or L. In every case 
A, 2 Aj, which proves our assertion. 
Note that R”(a, L) = R”(a’, L’) for proper left ideals L and L’ of R if and 
only if a = a’ and L = L’, because I:,( 1) E Rn(ar, L)\R”(a, L) if b:,.,, = 0. 
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Let L be a left ideal of R and let u E R”(a, R) for some a E h. Consider the 
M (B, R)-homomorphisms 
M(B, R) ’ ) R”(a, R) R * R”(a, R)/R”(a, L), 
where Uf = Uu and g is the canonical epimorphism reducing mod R”(a, L). 
Then (R”(a, L) :u) := ker( f 0 g) is an bl(B, R)-ideal of Ml( B, R), i.e., a
left ideal of M(B, R), which is proper unless u E R”(a, L), since 
f ,& 4 (R”(a, L) :u) if rrku 4 L. We shall show in Theorem 3.16 that these 
kernels, for L a strictly maximal left ideal of R, produce all the strictly 
maximal left ideals of M(B, R). From now on A4 will be a strictly maximal 
left ideal of R, a E b and CI E R”(a, R)\R”(a, M). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. R”(a, R)/R”(a, M) is an M(B, R)-simple bQ(B, R)- 
module. 
Pro05 Let aE R”(a, R)\R”(a, M); i.e., nkc($ M for some k-B~,. Then 
M + Rn,a = R. We show that R”(a, M) + b!l(B, R)a = R”(a, R). Let BE 
R”(a, R)\R”(a, M); i.e., nk,b$ M for ki wBzU, i= 1, 2, . . . m (say), where 
m 2 1. Note that b,,, = 1 and so by Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.8 
f:,k E bU(B, R) for all TE R, in g. For every such i we have nk,J = sj + rink@ 
for some si EM and Y; E R, and so I~,s, + f;l,ka = tk,(nk,b). Let 6 E R”(a, M) 
be defined by 
7Tg 6 = si, 
if q=k,forsomeiEg 
T?P, otherwise, 
and let U=f;;,k+fi;k+ ... +fp&k. Then 6-t-ua=P, 
COROLLARY 3.8. (R”(a, M):a) is a strictly maximal left ideal of 
M(B, RI. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.7 and the bQ(B, R)-isomorphism bll(B, R)/ 
(R”(a, L):a)Z Rn(a, R)/R”(a, L). 
In [7] it was shown that, for a ring R, the set 
is a two-sided ideal of Ml( B, R), and furthermore, that Ml( B, R)/& and 
bQJR) are isomorphic as rings, where n, := 1 [z,] (. For a near-ring R we 
now set 
Xa := (R”(a, 0): R”(a, R)). 
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Then by [3, Proposition 1.421 x, is a two-sided ideal of M(B, R) and it is 
easily seen to be a generalization of the previous definition. 
In order to show that the (R”(a, M) :cr)‘s are all the strictly maximal left 
ideals of M(B, R), we show first that M(B, R)/Xa and M,“(R) are 
isomorphic as near-rings, and second that every strictly maximal left ideal 
of M(B, R) contains some X0. For the isomorphism we use the idea in the 
proof of [6, Lemma 4.21 to find an epimorphism from M((B, R) onto 
MJR) with kernel X0. Recall that for any near-ring S and any EE [E,(S), 
the matrix represented by E is denoted by p(E). Next, letj, < j, < . .. <j,” 
denote the different elements of [z~], and consider the subset E of [E,(R) 
such that every EE E consists only off;,‘s where h, = 1 (see Theorem 2.8). 
Now, 8: E -+ E,,(R), where 8(E) is the expression derived from E by 
replacing every,fl,,, in E byf;, and everything else byfFO,U. Then ,U and 8 
are surjections and @A + E) = B(A) + 0(E), B(AE) = 8(A) B(E) for all 
A, EE IE. We define @: M(B, R) + M,JR) by Q(X) = p(C?(E)), where 
E E p-i(X). That @ is well defined follows directly from 
LEMMA 3.9. ?,hde(E))(r,, r2, . ..> r,,u)) = ~,mME)E?= 1 ljk(rk) + 
Cica ,=oj zi(sj))) for every EE [E, rk E R (k = 1, 2, . . . n,), si E R, and 
1 6Gz<nn,. 
Proof: We use induction on the length t(E) of E. Let t(E) = 1, and 
consider the two possibilities: 
(i) E=fl,,; then pMf;k,,)Kr,t r2, .. . . r,") = f/L(r,, r2, -, Tn.) =
zk(rr,), andP(f,',j/)(C?=, ~,Jry) + Ci(t+=O) li(si)) = ljArr,h and SO we are 
finished. 
(ii) E= f;,c, where {u, w} $!A ( j, , j,, . . . . jn,} ; here every mentioned 
projection gives 0. Hence the result holds if d(E) = 1. The rest of the 
induction process is easy. 
THEOREM 3.10. M(B, R)/& z MJR). 
ProoJ: @ is an epimorphism, and we assert that Ker Q, = 
(R”(a,O):R”(a, R)). Let UEM(B, R) and let Eep-‘(U). First, suppose 
UE (R”(a, 0): R”(u, R)). If rl, r2, . . . . r,o E R, then u := zj,(rl) + z,2(r2) +
. . + z,,a(r,,,) E R”(a, R), and so Uu E R”(u, 0). Hence, njm( UU) = 0 for 
m = 1, 2, . . . n,, i.e., by Lemma 3.9 G(U) = 0. Conversely, let U E Ker @, and 
let U= (u,, u2, . . . . u,> E R”(a:R). Then u=C~= i ijk(Ujk) + Ci(b,,,=O) ri(u,). 
We need to show that rrck( Uu) = 0 for every k such that bzak = 1 (see the 
definition of R”(a, L)). If bkZ, = 0, then TC,JUU) = 0 anyhow, since 
Uu E R”(u, R), and if bk., = 1, then k = jc for some 8, and so by Lemma 3.9 
~k(uu)=n,~(uu) = np(~(e(E))(uj,,uj,,...,uj”~)>)=n,(~(U)(uj,, , ...>Ujno)>) 
= 0. Therefore, U E (R”(a, 0) : R”(u, R)). 
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Before we can show that every strictly maximal left ideal of M(B, R) con- 
tains some X0, we prove a few technical results exploring the structure of 
the X0’s and the strictly maximal left ideals of Ml(B, R) in general. 
The first result is obvious: 
LEMMA 3.11. Let i E g, and let Y be an M(B, R)-submodule of bQ( B, R) 
with f ii E 9. Then f II, E dp for all r E R and k E g such that k GB i. 
Henceforth A will be a strictly maximal left ideal of M(B, R). 
LEMMA 3.12. Let f ;; $ A for some i E [z,], a E b. Then f ire- E &for every 
k such that bzok = 1 and bkz, = 0. 
Proof: Let N be the M(B, R)-submodule of M(B, R) generated by f f. 
Then A + M = M(B, R), since A + JV is an M(B, R)-submodule of 
M(B, R), and so f:, = U+ Vfor some UE~‘, VEN, where Vis a sum of 
f;;‘s such that j<, i (see [Z, Proposition 1.241). Since bki =O, it follows 
that n,f:,u=nkUu for every UE R”, and so U=&/Zk, z((n,U)+zk(7ckU) 
=c Tcf+kj lf(nc,U) + d~,f:,). Hence, f,& U=fik, and sofh E A. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let f; E M( B, R), r # 0. Then f:, EX~ iff 
{i, j> G Cd 
Proof: Let f; E -X,. If i = j, and j =j/ for some j,, j, E [z,], then 0 = 
rr,,(&,, (zj/ (1))) = r, since zj( 1) E R”(a, R), a contradiction. Conversely, let 
@,;‘,@ [z,] and let u = (u,, u2, . . . . u,) E R”(a, R), i.e. u( =0 if bzoe = 1 
/;, = 0. It is only necessary to consider the case ie [z,], j$ [z,] 
(otherwise f I, E-X,, trivially). Then bzO, = 1 and bjzO = 0, and so uj =O. 
Hence n,,(f $) = 0, and so f I, E X0. 
COROLLARY 3.14. Let f ,!i $4 for some iE [z,], a E b. Then f tXU G ~62’~ 
Proof: Let UE -X,. By [2, Lemma 1.411 there exists an expression E for 
f fi U which contains only symbols of the type f ;, r E R, jE n, and i GB j, 
apart from operators and parentheses. It follows from Proposition 3.13 that 
j# [z,] for every such incisor f :, in E, since f tit/E X0. Hence bza, = 1 and 
bjzO = 0, and so by Lemma 3.12 fi E A‘. Therefore by Lemma 3.11 f; E A‘. 
Since every incisor in E is in A‘, it follows that the matrix represented by E 
is in A. 
The foregoing results now lead to 
PROPOSITION 3.15. Let f !, $ A’ for some i E [z,], a E b. Then Xa z A. 
Proof: Suppose X, g A. Then f f, = U + V for some U E 4, V e &, 
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since A? + XI = M(B, R). Hence by Corollary 3.14 and [ 1, Lemma 3.1(7)] 
,ffi=ff,u+ffvE~. 
THEOREM 3.16. The set of (R”(a, M):a), for M a strictly maximal left 
ideal of R and a~ R”(a, R)\R”(a, M), a E b, is the set of all the strictly 
maximal left ideals qf M(B, R). 
Proof. Let JY be a strictly maximal left ideal of Ml( B, R) with ft g A 
for some iE [z,], aE b. Then by Proposition 3.15 XG c Jz’, and so &FjXG 
is a strictly maximal left ideal of .A’(B, R)/Xu. Hence #(N) is strictly 
maximal left ideal of M,J R). Therefore by Theorem 3.3 @(A$‘) = (M+:b) 
for some strictly maximal left ideal A4 of R and p = (a,, c/~, .. . a,,) E 
R”n\h4”U. We assert that A’ = fR”(a, M):cr), where a is the element 
zjl(at) + tj2(a2) + ... + ~,,~(a,~) in R”(a, R)\R”(a, M). Let WE M(B, R). Then 
Ue(R”(a, M):a) 8’ n,(Uor)~M for every m= 1, 2, . . . n,. Hence the 
argument used in the second part of the proof of Theorem 3.10 shows that 
UE(R”(a, M):a) iff @(U)E@(.&‘), and so the result follows from 
Proposition 3.15. 
The main result of the paper can now be stated: 
THEOREM 3.17. J,(M(B, R))= floe, (R”(a, J,(R)):R”(a, R)). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.16 JAW& R)) = n { (R’Ya, M) : Co I a E 
R”(a, R)\R”(a, M), M is a strictly maximal left ideal of R, and a.s b) = 
~~(R”(~,M):B)IPER”(~,R), i&f is a strictly maximal left ideal of R, and 
a~~~=n~(R~(a,~):R~(a,R))l~ is a strictly maximal left ideal of R, 
and aeb) = n,,h (R”(a, J2(R)):R”(a, R)). 
We do not know at present whether in general J,(M(B, R)) can be 
expressed as the sum of two two-sided ideals, one of which is nilpotent as 
in the ring case, where it is called the antisymmetric radical (see ES]). 
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